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Abstract
Observer dependence is central to Quantum Mechanics; in particular if we as-
sociate consistent sets with observer worldviews we can think of the Consistent
Histories (CH) interpretation as a formalisation of observer dependence. How-
ever we lack a theory of the observers themselves. In this paper we begin
by building such a theory within General Relativity (GR), and find that this
framework bears close mathematical resemblance to the treatment of consis-
tent sets in CH. We therefore adapt the CHSH framework to identify the ‘gap’
between the classical and quantum theories. We find that the CHSH argument
does not hold on a curved background, so that the inequality may be violated
by classical theories.
1 Introduction
1.1 Observer Dependence
Observer dependence is a central feature of Quantum Mechanics (QM), closely related
to the Copenhagen ‘measurement problem’ and the idea of ‘consistent sets’ in the
histories formalism. Indeed, we are able to think of many QM features in terms of
observer independence.
For example, if we regard Schro¨dinger’s cat as an observer (if necessary by re-
placing it with a physicist) we would not expect it to perceive itself as being in a
superposition. The controversial ‘dead and alive’ superposition is then a feature of
the second observer’s ‘worldview’1. The key consideration is that the cat is ‘in a
box’ and unable to communicate with the second observer, in other words they are
spacelike. Generalising, two spacelike observers may perceive the same event differ-
ently, each observer placing the event within the context of its own knowledge and
worldview. Further, the details of the measurement process may differ between the
two observers, a ‘detail’ which should not be ignored. Indeed key thought (and ac-
tual) experiments are built upon such spacelike observers with differing worldviews,
including the EPR argument [12], the related Bell and CHSH inequalities [4, 6] and
the realisation of the later thought experiment by Aspect, Dalibard & Roger [3]. Gen-
eralising further, we might associate the ‘many worldviews’ of Consistent Histories
(CH) with the worldviews of ‘many observers’ at different points in their respective
times.
However the study of observer dependence in QM rarely involves the any model
of the observers themselves, the way in which such observers formulate their respec-
tive ‘worldviews’, or how the relation between observers corresponds to the relation
between the ways in which they perceive a jointly observed phenomenon. We will
explore these questions, taking Consistent Histories as our starting point.
1To use the term employed by Isham when applying topos methods to construct logical structures
in Consistent Histories [18].
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1.2 Consistent Histories
Building on the work of Dirac [7] and Feynman [13], the histories approach was
pioneered by Omnes [21], Griffiths [14, 15, 16], Gell-Mann and Hartle [20, 17]. Moving
away from ‘state-vectors’, this approach focuses on the set UP of histories of a system,
whose dynamics is described by the decoherence functional. Central to the approach
are the consistent sets, partitions of UP upon which the decoherence functional can be
reduced to a standard probability measure. More concretely, for every consistent set
Ω we are able to construct a standard probability theory (Ω,Λ,P) where Λ ⊆ Ω is the
event algebra and P a probability measure derived from the decoherence functional
in the standard manner.
Consistent sets are the histories analogue of experimentally observable events2
and are the focus of the Consistent Histories (CH) interpretation [15, 16]. CH allows
us to simultaneously assign truth values to all propositions within a single consistent
set, and to apply Boolean logic within this set in a manner consistent with the truth
valuation. However two elements which are not members of the same consistent may
not participate in a Boolean logic, and can not simultaneously receive truth values.
Algebraically this is reflected by the fact that the consistent sets generate Boolean
subalgebras of the orthoalgebra3 UP.
With reference to the ‘many worlds’ expression, Isham [18] refers to the consistent
sets as ‘many worldviews’, and applies topos techniques to bring them together into
a single logical structure including global truth valuation. This work has been built
on by Isham and Do¨ering to provide a more general application of topos techniques
to quantum physics [8, 9, 10, 11, 19, 1].
1.3 Searching for a Formal Theory
Now every observation (or Copenhagen measurement) by every observer corresponds
to a consistent set, and leads to one element of that set being valued as ‘true’ and the
others as ‘false’ (analogous to state-vector reduction). However the converse may not
be true in general, and we might restrict to the less well defined notion of ‘observable’
consistent sets (or the even less well defined notion of ‘actually observed’ consistent
sets) so that the correspondence becomes one-to-one. Assuming we are able to do this
successfully, and identifying observers worldviews with their (potential) observations,
we can view CH as a formalisation of observer dependence in QM.
However, as noted above we lack a formal framework describing the observers
themselves. Focusing on ‘spacetime observers’, we might look to the spacetime
structure to provide a framework for ‘putting together’ the observers and their world-
views. However we lack a successful theory of Quantum Gravity; further the need
to interpret such a theory in terms of observers risks circularity. It therefore seems
constructive to begin with General Relativity (GR), and a formulation of observer
dependence in an entirely classical theory.
1.4 Goals and Outline of this Paper
Despite the fact that the term ‘relativity’ itself refers to observer dependence, his-
torically this question has not received the same degree of attention in GR as it has
in QM, perhaps because it has never been seen as a ‘problem’. Likewise, the related
concept of measurement has received less scrutiny in GR.
In this paper we make an initial exploration of observer dependence in GR, ex-
amining the observers themselves, the way in which they construct their worldviews
and how the relations between these worldviews corresponds to the relations between
2In a given system, every Copenhagen observable event will correspond to a consistent set,
however the converse may not be true in general.
3Or equivalently the boolean manifold UP, which may be a more intuitive structure for CH
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the observers within spacetime, particularly as touches the measurement of jointly
observed phenomena. We will have an eye on the potential generalisation to quan-
tum theory, and to this end we will make frequent comparisons with CH, aiming to
identify the ‘gap’ between the classical and quantum theories where possible. To this
end we will devote particular attention to the EPR-Bell-CHSH argument, which was
designed to identify and test the gap between classical and quantum behaviour.
In section 2 we explore and formalise the way in which an observer and its world-
views might be defined in terms of standard GR structures. In 2.1 we formalise the
concept of an observer, following and extending the standard approach used in GR.
In 2.2 we build a formal theory of our observers’ worldviews, and in 2.3 we compare
these structures with the worldviews of CH. In section 3 we adapt the CHSH frame-
work to GR. In 3.1 we carefully outline the CHSH thought experiment on a curved
background, in 3.2 we determine the general dynamics of the experiment and in 3.3
we introduce simplifying assumptions which allow us to make a direct comparison
with QM. We discuss the results in 3.4. In section 4 we take initial steps toward
constructing a global logical structure, relating the worldviews directly to spacetime
in 4.1 and applying topos techniques in 4.2. We conclude in section 5.
2 An Observer’s Worldviews
In this section we will explore how an observer and its worldviews might be defined
in terms of standard GR structures. Explicitly relating worldviews with ‘physical
fields’ on the spacetime enables us to model not only the observer itself, but how
one observer might view another, and how two ‘worldviews’ describing the same
spacetime feature might be related.
2.1 Formalising the Observer
In this section we will discuss how an observer might be represented within GR,
following standard practise where appropriate. This simple yet critical first step is
relatively straightforward within our classical framework, though it would be much
less clear how we might proceed if we generalised to a quantum context.
2.1.1 Generalised Spacetime
We begin with a spacetime (M, g) where M is a 4D manifold and g a (0, 2) non-
degenerate metric tensor field of signature (3, 1) on M. We will begin by requir-
ing strong causality, and defer a more careful examination of the most appropriate
causality condition to further research. For simplicity, unless explicitly mentioned
otherwise, we will assume that the manifold can be covered by a single coordinate
map.
We can generalise our spacetime by introducing a set F of tensor fields on M,
and will require F to contain the metric g; we can then write (M,F) to denote our
generalised spacetime. Intuitively we interpret the fields in F as ‘physical fields’ rep-
resenting the observables and physical forces in our theory, for example the standard
fields used in electromagnetics, or a Z2 valued field identifying a particular world-
line. In a ‘geometry is all’ approach we would only require the metric. Intuitively we
require F to be ‘comprehensive’, describing all physical elements under discussion.
More precisely, we will allow the elements of F to be either real tensor fields or
Z2 or Z valued maps on M, or on ‘regions’ within M4. We can think of the tensor
fields as representing ‘physical fields’, and the Z2 and Z valued maps as representing
4We may wish to restrict the subsets of M on which we can define our field by restricting the
subsets which can be considered ‘regions’.
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the presence of objects (such as an observer), a choice from a range of options or
other miscellaneous information. We sill say that two such fields φ, ψ are similar if
they have the same range, domain and type (in the case of our real tensor fields), and
write ψ ∼ φ. For simplicity, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, we will assume
that the range of all our fields is the whole of M.
2.1.2 Introducing the Observer
Intuitively we think of an observer as a physical system identified with a world tube
(or world tube segment) which contains ‘records’ of its past observations, which we
might identify with some subset of its past internal states. We require that records,
once made, are preserved for the duration of the observer (‘no records are lost’). We
might extend this intuition to allow the observer to make predictions, or possess a
‘language’ and a logic with which to make statements and construct theories. We
would seek to identify all of these elements with some property of the observer’s
internal state. However for the purposes of this investigation we will not need to
enquire into the internal structure of an observer, and as is standard in GR will
instead work with an ‘idealised’ observer O which we identify with a world line γO.
This world line inherits a total order from the (strongly causal) spacetime (M,F).
We associate a basis frame field e = {eα} on the worldline γO with the observer,
such that the field is invariant under parallel translation along γO. We will further
associate with O a set of coordinate maps φp for p ∈ γO, where each φp is compatible
with ep (for example φp may be the exponential map generated by ep). As noted
above, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, we will in what follows assume thatM
can be covered by a single coordinate map φ, and will further assume that φp = φ
∀p.
Since we require F to be comprehensive it must contain a field describing the
worldline γO. We will write γ∗O : M −→ Z2 to denote the Z2 valued indicator
function on M which represents the worldline of the observer O. We then have:
γ∗O(p) =
{
1 p ∈ γO
0 p 6∈ γO
2.1.3 Observations & Records
We will write KOp to denote the ‘knowledge’ or ‘records’ of the observer O at the
point p. Intuitively KOp represents all of the observations made by O as it travels
along its worldline up to (and including) the point p, and is thus concerned with
J−(p). Since we have required F to describe ‘all physical elements under discussion’
the observer’s knowledge necessarily concerns the fields in F , and factoring in our
previous comments we restrict this to F|J−(p) (which we define in the obvious manner
as {φ|J−(p)|φ ∈ F}). In practise we would expect the observer to have only a partial
knowledge of the the field configurations in J−(p), which might be expressed in terms
of probabilities over a space of possibilities. We will assume that ‘no records are lost’,
so that:
KOp ⇒ KOq (2.1)
for p, q ∈ γO whenever p ≥ q.
However a full exploration of this question is beyond the scope of this discussion,
and we will for now simply assume that KOp consists of a full specification of all the
physical fields on the causal past of p,
KOp = F|J−(p) (2.2)
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2.2 Formalising the ‘Worldviews’
In this section we discuss the construction of ‘worldviews’ by an observer, explicitly
relating them to fields F on our generalised spacetime. We will complement the
knowledge KOp of the observer O at p with a ‘probability theory’ POp (see section
2.2.2) describing the observer’s attempt to ‘predict’ the nature of the generalised
spacetime beyond the extent of its knowledge (ie outside J−(p))5. Strictly, the term
‘prediction’ should only refer to an observer’s statements regarding its possible future
knowledge, however we will use the term more loosely here. Finally, we note that
properly we should define the ‘worldview’ of the observer at p to be the combination
of KOp and POp . However to facilitate a comparison with CH we will use the term
‘worldview’ to refer only to POp and regard KOp as a feature of the observer itself.
2.2.1 Stochastic Theories
In what follows we will adopt a standard probability framework to describe the
observer’s predictions at a point p, though this may of course be generalised. Noting
that we are discussing the observer’s predictive framework rather than the ‘actual
dynamics’, we identify three ways in which we expect such a framework to arise:
1. The observer is using a stochastic theory, and so assumes inherent non deter-
minism in the dynamics.
2. The observer is using a deterministic theory, but accounts for its lack of knowl-
edge of field configurations in regions spacelike to J−(p) by introducing a
stochastic framework.
3. The observer is using a deterministic theory, but accounts for its lack of knowl-
edge inside and outside J−(p) by introducing a stochastic framework.
In case 3 we might imagine that the observer is unaware of (unable to observe)
the fine grained ‘micro-states’ of fields within J−(p), yet expects these states to
have an influence on its future observations. Although this may may seem more
realistic than case 2, it contradicts our simplifying assumption that the observer at
p has full knowledge of all field configurations within J−(p). In order to maintain
this simplification we will adopt case 1 and allow the observer to adopt a genuinely
stochastic theory, though of course this does still allow for a deterministic dynamics
which the observer is unaware of. We leave an exploration of case 3 to a more detailed
analysis.
2.2.2 Probability Theories
We now make a predictive framework more formal. At each p ∈ γO we associate
with the observer O a probability theory PO = (ΩOp ,ΛOp ,POp ) consisting of a sample
space ΩOp, and event algebra ΛOp ⊆ 2ΩOp , which we require to be a σ-algebra, and
a probability measure POp.
The Sample Space
Now we have written F to denote the set of physical fields on M, which we have
assumed to be tensor fields including the metric. Further, we have assumed that the
observer O at p has full knowledge of the fields specifications F|J−(p) in its causal
past J−(p). We then assume that the observer builds on this knowledge to identify
the codomain, the tensor type and a set of constraints regarding each field in F|J−(p).
5However in a more sophisticated framework the observer may not have full knowledge of the
field configurations in its causal past, and would have to extend its probability theories into this
region as well.
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This allows the observer to extend each field in F|J−(p) to the whole space M in a
manner consistent with these constraints. The set of all such extensions of F|J−(p)
forms the sample space ΩOp.
More concretely, if R ⊆M is a spacetime region6, we will say that a field ψ is an
extension of a field φ over R if ψ is similar (see section 2.1.1) to φ everywhere and
equal to φ on R,
ψ ∼ φ
ψ|R = φ|R
Further, we will say that a set of fields ω is an extension of F over R if the two sets are
of the same cardinality and every element of ω is an extension of a distinct element
of F , so that ω|R = F|R. We then define ΩOp as the set of extensions of F over
J−(p). Note that this is independent of the observer O, which is a consequence of our
simplifying assumption that the observer has full knowledge of the field configurations
in its causal past.
Coordinate Systems
Before continuing we note that in general the observer at p is unaware of the future
path of its worldline, and of the relation between the various coordinate systems φq
for q ≥ p. The maps between these coordinate systems would themselves be subject
to prediction, and in extending F |J−(p) it would be more accurate to parameterise
γO by proper time and to regard the physical fields as maps with domain R4 (the
images of the coordinate maps), so that the sample space at p would be composed
of objects that can be defined by the observer at p. However, since we have assumed
the existence single coordinate system covering M we will leave the investigation of
these questions to future research, and continue to use fields with domain M in our
samples spaces.
The Event Algebra
The event algebra ΛOp ⊆ 2ΩOp consists of the subsets of ΩOp which we would
like the observer at p to treat as dynamical (and logical) predicates. We will insist
that ΛOp is a Boolean algebra, and in general probability theories it is typically a
σ-algebra generated by measurable subsets of the sample space.
Intuitively, we would like our ‘dynamical predicates’ to be ‘localisations’ associ-
ated with particular regions of spacetime. To this end, given a field ψ ∈ F we want
to write Ep(ψ(R)) to denote the event (in ΛOp) that ψ takes a particular value in the
region R ∈M (which might be a single point). More precisely, we define Ep(ψ,Ψ, R)
to the set of all ω ∈ ΩOp in which the extension of the field ψ|J−(p) takes the values
Ψ in the region R for some field Ψ which is similar to ψ on R. We will say that R is
the support of the event Ep(ψ,Ψ, R), and write R = R(Ep(ψ,Ψ, R)). We might then
take ΛOp to be the σ-algebra generated by events which can be expressed in the form
Ep(ψ,Ψ, R). However we will leave this detailed discussion to future research, and
for now will simply take ΛOp = 2Ω
O
p and assume that every element is measurable.
To further develop our notation, we will write Ep(ψ(R)) as a shorthand for
E(ψ,Ψ, R) in the case that we do not need to define the actual function Ψ. We
will further write Ep(F(R)) to denote
⋂
ψ∈F E(ψ(R)).
The Probability Measure
We will require POp to be a probability measure satisfying the usual axioms:
1. POp : ΛOp → [0, 1]
6We may of course wish to restrict the subsets of M which count as regions’, but this is beyond
the scope of our current discussion.
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2. POp(ΩOp) = 1
3. POp(A unionsqB) = POp(A) + POp(B)
where A,B ∈ Λp are disjoint, A ∩B = ∅, and unionsq denotes disjoint union.
We will not proscribe the measure, but allow our observers to construct dynamical
theories themselves. Note that the measures derived by the observers will not nec-
essarily align with any ‘true dynamics’ which is available to us, nor will the theories
of two observers necessarily be consistent with each other.
2.2.3 Causal Consistency
We now consider how the inter-relationships between the probability theories of a
particular observer O correspond to the spacetime causal structure, beginning with
the sample space and event algebras.
The Sample Space and Event Algebras
Consider points p, q ∈ γO such that p ≤ q. Now by construction every ω ∈ ΩOq
agrees with F on J−(q), so noting that
p ≤ q ⇒ J−(p) ⊆ J−(q)
we see that every ω ∈ ΩOq agrees with F on J−(p), so that:
p ≤ q ⇒ ΩOp ⊇ ΩOq (2.3)
Since we have taken ΛOp = 2Ω
O
p , this implies a similar result for our event algebras,
p ≤ q ⇒ ΛOp ⊇ ΛOq (2.4)
Notice that we can reformulate this as a descending filtration by defining ΩO =⋃
p∈γO Ω
O
p and considering the Λp as subalgebras of 2
ΩO in the obvious manner. Now
(2.4) turns out to be central in our attempts to construct a global logical structure
(section 4.1.1), but we have derived it from the naive choice of ΛOp = 2Ω
O
p . If we
were to generalise to a more sophisticated formulation of event algebras, we might
impose (2.4) as a constraint.
The Probability Measures
Now we have not defined the measure, but have left it for the observers to construct.
We are then unable to infer consistency conditions from the causal structure, but will
instead impose them as constraints upon the theories we are allowing our observers
to build. We will impose three consistency conditions:
1. If two events A,B ∈ ΛOp have spacelike supports then we will require them to
be independent,
R(A),R(B) spacelike ⇒ POp(AB) = POp(A)POp(B) (2.5)
2. We might expect the probability assigned by an observer to a future event
to alter as the observer gains more information. However we will require that
these probabilities should be consistent in that if the observer correctly predicts
information it will gain in the future, then the probability it assigns to an event
A ∈ ΛOq ⊆ ΛOp is the same as the probability assigned at q:
POq(A) = POp(A|Ep(F|J−(q))) (2.6)
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3. Our third condition is intuitively similar to a combination of the previous two,
and allows us to create independence by conditioning on joint past of an event.
Consider two events A,B ∈ ΛOp, with supports R(A),R(B) ∈M. The causal
structure identifies the region J−(R(A))∩J−(R(B) as responsible for any joint
behaviour in R(A),R(B), so if we introduce the event,
P = Ep(J−(R(A)) ∩ J−(R(B))
we can then impose:
POp(AB |P ) = POp(A |P )POp(B |P ) (2.7)
2.3 Comparison with Consistent Histories
The structures we have defined are directly comparable to consistent histories, with
the probability theories of our observers’ worldviews acting as the equivalent for the
probability theories of the consistent set worldviews. However, CH employs multiple
worldviews only because they are (in general) mutually incompatible so that a single
worldview is insufficient. Moreover, this multiplicity of worldviews is held to be the
defining feature of ‘quantum’ as opposed to ‘classical’ behaviour. It is then natural
to ask whether our worldviews are in some way mutually incompatible.
Now in one sense our probability theories are trivially compatible, in that they are
all derived from a single generalised spacetime. However this misses the point, as the
spacetime acts as a model of an ‘objective reality’ which is not fully available to our
observers. Further, the way in which the observers construct their worldviews is itself
a feature of the spacetime, and might interact with the features under observation.
It turns out that we can in fact find ‘incompatibilities’ between various worldviews,
for much the same reason that this occurs in QM; the details of the measurement
process.
2.3.1 The Measurement Problem in General Relativity
We will focus on a pair of interacting observers which are both observing the config-
uration of the same field in the same region of spacetime. We ask whether their two
worldviews are intuitively ‘compatible’ in a manner analogous to the use of the term
in CH.
To make this more precise, consider an extended spacetime (M,F) containing two
observers O1,O2. The observers meet at p0 ∈ M and then travel to the spacetime
points p1, p2 respectively, where they observe the configuration of the field ψ ∈ F in
the region R ⊂ J+(p0) ∩ J−(p1) ∩ J−(p2). More accurately signals travel from R to
p1 and p2 along paths γ1, γ2, carrying information regarding ψ(R). These signals are
then measured by the two observers at p1 and p2 respectively (see figure 2.1)
Now we can set these measurements to have binary ‘yes/no’ outcomes, which we
represent by two Z2 valued fields φ1, φ2 ∈ F respectively7. We can then define the
events E+1 = EO1p0 (φ1, 1, p1), E−1 = EO1p0 (φ1, 0, p1) in the event algebras ΛO1p0 to denote
the measurement at p1 resulting in a ‘yes’ (E
+) or a ‘no’ (E−). We can similarly
define E+2 , E
−
2 in Λ
O2
p0 .
Now there is no reason that the observers can not make predictions regarding
each others future measurements, so we could just as well have defined E+1 , E
−
1 in
ΛO2p0 , or E
+
2 , E
−
2 in Λ
O1
p0 . In fact, as we shall see in section 4, our strong assumptions
mean that the two event algebras can be identified. For simplicity we will then,
without loss of generality, work in ΛO1p0 , and assume that all our events are in this
algebra. Note that pi1 = {E+1 , E−1 } and pi2 = {E+2 , E−2 } are then two partitions of
ΩO1p0 .
7It may be more tidy to restrict the ranges of the fields φ1, φ2 to the points p1, p2 respectively.
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Rp2
p0
γ2 γ1
O2 O1
p1
Figure 2.1: The Measurement Problem
Now let us imagine that the two observers are attempting to make identical
measurements of ψ(R), so we might think of the two partitions pi1, pi2 as two ‘views’ of
the same physical phenomenon. We would then say that the two views are compatible
if they are equivalent, such that E+1 = E
+
2 and E
−
1 = E
−
2 . We would then be able to
ignore the details of each observer and work only with the field under observation.
However even a cursory look at the problem shows us that in general this is not
the case; the details of the measurements can not be ignored. For example, the
measurements at p1 and p2 might involve a comparison of the information received
from R with fields χ1, χ2 representing measurement devices ‘carried’ by the respective
observers. Even if χ1(p0) = χ2(p0) we are not guaranteed that the two measurements
will be always yield equivalent results. In particular, the values of these ‘measurement
fields’ at p1 and p2 may become correlated with each other, with ψ or with the
measurement process itself, adding to the complication.
This leaves us with two incompatible worldviews pi1, pi2. However, this ‘incompat-
ibility’ seems weaker than the incompatibility of consistent sets in CH, for our four
events lie within the same Boolean algebra and may simultaneously receive truth
values. To test whether this is the case, we will in the next section adapt the CHSH
framework to try to isolate the gap between incompatibility in CH and GR.
3 CHSH in Curved Spacetime
In section 2.3.1 we saw that interacting observers could have incompatible world-
views, though this incompatibility seemed weaker than that which is found in CH.
In this section we will build on these ideas to explore the gap between our observer
dependent formulation of GR and the CH formulation of QM. As discussed in sec-
tion 1 it is hoped that this will allow us to isolate and better understand the truly
‘quantum’ as opposed to the simply ‘observer dependent’ behaviour. To achieve this
we turn to the EPR-Bell-CHSH argument which was developed precisely to identify
and test this gap, and was experimentally verified by Aspect [3].
The discussion began with the EPR paper of 1935 [12] in which Einstein, Podol-
sky and Rosen argued that Quantum Mechanics could not be considered as what they
termed a ‘complete’ theory of ‘objective reality’. The EPR argument was developed
further in 1964 by Bell [4], who argued that ‘quantum statistics’ are in contradiction
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with the combination of ‘causality and locality’, with the well known Bell inequal-
ity providing a means of distinguishing quantum from classical behaviour. In 1969
Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt developed Bell’s argument even further [6], pro-
viding another inequality (the CHSH inequality) with which to distinguish quantum
from classical behaviour, and a thought experiment through which their inequality
might be tested. Finally, this thought experiment was implemented as an actual
experiment by Aspect, Dalibard and Roger [3], who found ‘non-classical’ quantum
behaviour to occur. This argument is core to much of our understanding of quantum
as opposed to classical behaviour, and is discussed at length by many authors, see
for example Bell’s discussion in [5] or the account given in [2].
We note that in all cases the argument is formulated in a flat spacetime, and it
is generally assumed that the presence of curvature will not have a material effect.
This seems odd, given the critical role of comparing the directions of measurement at
different spacetime points, and we will see that curvature does in fact play a material
role.
We will proceed cautiously so as to properly account for the subtle effects of
curvature. In section 3.1 we describe a CHSH framework in a generalised spacetime,
including a careful account of the observers and how the make their measurements.
In section 3.2 we discuss the dynamics, and contrast our results with the standard
argument on a flat spacetime. In section 3.4 we round up and discuss the relevance
of our findings to the discussion of observer dependence.
3.1 The CHSH Construction
3.1.1 Overview
Two observers OA, OB meet at a spacetime point pO ∈ M to set up the CHSH
experiment; we think of them as making predictions at pO and then testing these pre-
dictions by carrying out the experiment. The observers synchronise their coordinate
systems, set up the experimental apparatus Π and agree on two sets of measurement
directions (one for each observer). The apparatus Π travels to pE ∈M where it emits
two beams of light, of random and opposite linear polarisation. The two beams are
intercepted by the observers at spacelike points pA and pB respectively, where their
polarisations are measured in directions which are randomly chosen from the options
agreed on at pO. The choices of measurement direction are regarded as experimental
‘inputs’. The two observers then meet again at a final point pF ∈M, where they can
‘compare notes’ and combine their observations. The observers collaborate at pO so
that their probability theories are equivalent, and contain the predictions they make
concerning the outcomes to be observed at the points pA and pB . The experiment is
outlined in Figure 3.1, with the final point pF omitted.
3.1.2 Notation
As before we are assuming a generalised spacetime (M,F), and will in general denote
points in M by pX for some X. We will write γXY to denote the appropriate
spacetime geodesics connecting points pX , pY ∈M, and we will write ΓXY to denote
parallel transport from pX to pY along γXY . In general there will only be a single
relevant path connecting any two of the points we are interested in, which will be
clear from the context. We write uX to denote a vector in TpX (M), and where the
meaning is unambiguous we will write uY to denote its transport ΓXY (uX) to pY
along γXY . Finally, where appropriate we will use the subscripts A, B for objects
associated with either of the two observers OA, OB .
Due to the complexity of the problem and the number of variables involved we
will refrain from explicitly expressing each object in terms of a field in F so that
we maintain readability. Were we to properly describe each field our account would
10
pB pA
γOB γOApE
pO
Figure 3.1: The CHSH thought experiment
become unnecessarily cluttered and opaque. We will instead simply refer to vectors
and variables ‘in’ or onM, and assume that these can be expressed appropriately in
terms of elements of F .
3.1.3 The initial point, pO
At pO the observers will perform the initial setup of the experiment, which we are ide-
alising to occur at a single point. This set up includes agreeing several key directions
(ie tangent vectors) which will be important during the experiment.
Firstly, the observers synchronise their basis frames, by agreeing on an orthonor-
mal 1 × 3 basis frame eO = {eOα}3α=0 at pO. As is standard, we assume that eO0
is timelike while eOi is spacelike for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The observers will then ‘carry’
this basis frame with them by translating it along their respective worldlines to use
throughout he experiment. We further assume that eO is compatible with some
coordinate system CO around pO.
Next, the two observers set up the the experimental apparatus Π, including setting
the spacelike unit vectors d(A)O, d
(B)
O which the apparatus will use to determine
the directions in which to emit its polarised light beams at pE . We will assume that
d(B)O = −d(A)O. For simplicity we abbreviate dO = d(A)O, so that d(B)O = −dO.
Without loss of generality we will assume that dO = eO3. The proper time τE which
the apparatus will wait before emitting the beams is also set at pO. Notice that we
should properly be using a field in F to describe these vectors. However as mentioned
above, for simplicity we will not explicitly refer to fields except where necessary for
clarity.
Finally, the observers will set two spacelike 2D measurement planes, m(A)O,m
(B)
O
in the tangent plane TPO (M), which are defined by being orthogonal to the direc-
tions d(A)O, d
(B)
O respectively. Then since we have assumed d
(B)
O = −d(A)O = eO3
the two planes will be identical and spanned by {eO1, eO2}; we will abbreviate to
mO = m
(A)
O = m
(B)
O. Within each measurement plane the observers define a
set of potential measurement directions, {aiO}i∈IA ∈ mO associated with OA and
{bjO}j∈IB ∈ mO associated with OB , where the aiO, bjO are unit vectors. The index-
ing sets IA, IB may be uncountable, however for now we will assume they are both
finite. In fact, actual realisations of this experiment have used two possibilities for
each observer [3].
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3.1.4 The path of the apparatus, γOE
The apparatus Π travels from pO to pE along γOE , which we therefore take to be
timelike. For simplicity we will assume that the experiment is set up so that γOE is a
timelike geodesic. In particular we will assume that the observers at pO set its initial
tangent vector γ˙OEpO to equal eO0 so that the apparatus appears to be stationary
in CO. We know that γOE has length τE , which is the proper time set at pO that the
apparatus ‘waits’ before emitting its light beams.
3.1.5 The point of emission, pE
The apparatus Π emits two light beams in the directions dE ,−dE where dE =
ΓOE(dO) is the parallel translation of dO from pO. The light beams are linearly
polarised in the directions of the unit spacelike vectors v(A)E , v
(B)
E respectively. We
require that the polarisations are in opposite directions, v(B)E = −v(A)E , allowing
us to abbreviate by introducing vE and dropping the A,B superscripts, v
(A)
E = vE ,
v(B)E = −vE .
Note that the polarisation directions are spacelike and must be orthogonal to the
direction of the beam, so that by construction they will lie within the measurement
plane mE = ΓOE(mO) parallel translated from pO. We can then define the θv to be
the angle in mE between vE and eE1 = ΓOE(eO1). We will assume that this angle
is ‘random’ in that it is independent of all other variables in our experiment, other
than the measurement outcomes A and B defined below.
3.1.6 The paths of the observers, γOA and γOB
The observers OA,OB travel from pO to pA,pB along the worldline segments γOA,γOB
respectively. For simplicity we will focus on OA, but our discussion will be equally
valid for OB .
The observer OA positions itself so as to intercept the signal that it has set up to
be emitted form pE . To achieve this, and noting that the apparatus will be stationary
in the observer’s coordinate system at pO, it will ‘set out’ in the spacelike direction
dO in which it has instructed the apparatus to emit the signal. Concretely, this means
that the projection of the initial tangent vector γ˙OApO on the subspace spanned by
the spacelike basis vectors {eOi}3i=1 will be a positive multiple of dO. For OB the
initial tangent vector will be in the −dO direction.
Now at pO the observer OA is unaware of the nature of the spacetime regions it
and the apparatus will pass through, in particular it is not aware of the curvature.
This means it may have to alter or correct its planned course so as to be in place
to intercept the emission from pE . To achieve this, we can imagine the apparatus
emitting a continuous signal in all directions as it progresses along γOE , this signal
should contain direction information which the observer may use to correct its path
(see figure 3.2).
3.1.7 The paths of the polarised emissions, γEA and γEB
The polarised beams emitted at pE travel along the lightlike geodesics γEA, γEB to
reach the observers at pA, pB . As previously discussed, the apparatus Π is set up so
that these beams are emitted in the dE and −dE directions respectively. Concretely,
this means that if γ˙EApE is the tangent vector to γEA at pE , its projection onto the
spacelike subspace spanned by {eEi}3i=1 is a positive multiple of dE . Similarly the
projection of γ˙EBpE is −dE .
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Figure 3.2: The Observers Path
3.1.8 The points of measurement, pA and pB
At pO the observer OA has with it the parallel transport mA of the measurement
plane mO along γOA. Further, OA has the transported set of potential measure-
ment directions {aiA}i∈IA where aiA = ΓOA(aiO). We can similarly define mB and
{biB}i′inIB . Further, OA receives the beam γEA from pE , included the transported
polarisation vector vA = ΓEA(vE). Similarly OB receives −vB = ΓEB(−vE).
To make the measurement, the observer OA ‘randomly’ chooses one of its po-
tential measurement directions, aiAA ∈ {aiA}i∈IA , by which we will mean that iA is
independent of all variables in our experiment except for the measurement outcome
A (see below). Similarly OB ‘randomly’ chooses bjBB ∈ {biB}i∈IB . Note that the
observers are in effect choosing iA from IA and jB from IB . To simplify the notation
we will abbreviate aiAA to aA and b
jB
B to bB . Finally, OA measures the polarisation
of the beam in the aA direction (and records the result). Similarly OB measures
the polarisation of its beam in the bB direction. Note that the choices iA, iB of
measurement direction are in fact Z valued fields on pA, pB .
Now note that the polarisation direction vA will not in general lie within the
measurement plane mA, but rather in the plane m¯A = ΓEAΓOE(mO). We will write
φA to denote the angle between these two planes, and θA(aA, vA) or simply θA to
denote the angle between aA and the projection νA of vA onto mA. Note that θA is
preserved by parallel translation toward pO along γOA, since both vA, mA and aA
would be translated together. We will also need the angles θa (in mA) between aA
and eA1 and θb (in mB) between bB and eB1.
3.1.9 The measurements at pA and pB
The measurement outcomes at pA and pB are binary, taking values ±1. Intuitively,
we would like a measurement outcome of +1 to occur if the polarisation is found to be
in the measurement (aA or bB) direction, with a −1 outcome to occur otherwise. This
might for example be implemented by passing the light emissions through polarisation
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filters based on the measurement directions, with a +1 outcome being recorded if
‘sufficient’ light passed through. For more details of an actual implementations see
[3].
As in section 2.3.1 we will represent the measurement outcomes by physical fields
in F :
A : pA −→ {−1,+1}
B : pB −→ {−1,+1} (3.1)
As these variables are only defined at a single point, we will abuse notation by also
using A,B to refer to the actual outcomes A(pA), B(pB) respectively. While this
notation is somewhat confusing, since we are using ‘A’ both as a label, as a variable
and as a value, it is standard in accounts of CHSH so we will adopt it.
3.2 The Dynamics
As discussed above, the observers collaborate at pO to align their worldviews and
set up the experiment, which test the predictions they make at pO. Now in our
framework (M,F) acts as the ‘objective reality’ (in the EPR terminology [12]) in
which our observers are operating. While we are able to access the actual outcomes
A(pA), B(pB), our observers at pO can not. It is then precisely the predictions made
by the observers at pO (rather than our knowledge of the actual outcomes) which we
will be interested in when discussing the dynamics of this experiment.
More concretely we are interested in the probability theories POApO ,POBpO used by
the observers at pO. As in section 2.3.1 we assume that the collaboration between the
observers is such that we can identify the two theories, POApO = POBpO , and without
loss of generality assume that we are using POApO , which we abbreviate to PO =
(ΩO,ΛO,PO). We can think of this as a ‘joint probability theory’ derived by the
observers during their collaboration at pO.
We can then define the following events in PO representing the possible measure-
ment outcomes:
A+ = EO1pO (A,+1, pA)
A− = EO1pO (A,−1, pA)
B+ = EO1pO (B,+1, pB)
B− = EO1pO (B,−1, pB)
As in section 2.3.1, {A+, A−} and {B+, B−} are two partitions of ΩO. We can further
abbreviate our notation, writing EO in place of EO1pO . We can then define the eventsEO(A(pA)), EO(B(pB)) in ΛO, which by abuse of notation we further abbreviate to
A,B.
Now our choices of measurement direction iA, iB (section 3.1.8) are Z valued
maps on the measurement points pA, pB respectively. We can then consider the
corresponding events EO(iA(pA)), EO(iB(pB)) in ΛO, which by abuse of notation we
abbreviate to iA, iB as before. We will in fact make this abbreviation in general,
simplifying our statements by abusing notation to write X in place of EO(X) for a
field X.
We are now in a position to state the goal of this section more formally. We
would like to determine the probabilities assigned by our observers at PO to the
events EO(A) ∩ EO(B). Since we regard the choices iA, iB of measurement direction
as inputs we will condition on this rather than attempting to assign to them proba-
bility distributions which we can integrate over. Our goal is then to determine the
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dynamical expression:
PO(AB | iAiB) (3.2)
Note that we are always assuming that the experiment is completed successfully,
with the observers reaching pA, pB and intercepting the signal from pE as expected.
To be accurate we would introduce an event S that the experiment is successful, which
we would then condition on. We would then be looking for PO(AB | iAiBS), where
we assume that S is independent of our other variables. Will will however continue
to ‘silently’ assume that we have conditioned on S without explicitly including it in
our expressions.
3.2.1 Decomposing the angle θA
The effect of holonomy on the angle θA is central to our argument, for in translating
the basis frame defining aA to pA via γOA while translating the basis frame defining
vA via γEA ◦ γOE , we have made our angle dependent on the holonomy around the
loop γOEA = γOE ◦γEA ◦γAO. This loop is in the future of pO, and so the holonomy
is not known by the observers at pO. The correlations between this holonomy and
other variables will play a key part in what follows.
Now although γOEA is entirely in the future of pO, it is partially in the past of
pE . By introducing the point pα at the intersection of γOA and the past lightcone
of pE we can split the loop γOEA into γOEα and γαEA, with the lightlike geodesic
γαE forming a common ‘side’ of both loops (see figure 3.3). Since γOEα lies entirely
within J−(pE) while (with the exception of γαE) γαEA is outside J−(pE), we can
use this split to isolate the holonomy effects due to factors within J−(pE).
pE
p
Ο
aA
a
α
θA
θ
α
vA
v
α
pA
p
α
Figure 3.3: Decomposing the Holonomy
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We work through the details of the decomposition in appendix A, to yield:
θA = θav + θA1 + θA2
θB = θbv + θB1 + θB2 (3.3)
where θA1 is the holonomy around the loop γOEα and θA2 the holonomy around
the loop γαEA, with θB1 and θB2 similarly defined (see appendix A).
3.2.2 Conditioning on the Joint Past
As a first step toward determining (3.2) we will begin by simplifying our set up by
conditioning on the joint past of of the measurement points pA, pB and the point of
experiment pE . To this end we introduce the event:
E = EO(J−(pA) ∩ J−(pB)) ∩ EO(j−(pE)
in ΛO. Now pE is in the joint past of pA and pB , so we have,
E = EO(J−(pA) ∩ J−(pB))
For convenience, we will write PE to denote the measure PO conditional on E, so
that,
PE(X) = PO(X |E) ∀X ∈ ΛO
It is easy to see that PE is a probability measure on ΛO.
By conditioning on E we have then ‘fixed’ both the actual results of the experi-
ment and the spacetime region upon which the measurement processes have a joint
dependency. Then by our consistency condition (2.7) we would expect the result-
ing measurements to be independent. Our aim in this section is to determine the
conditional probability:
PE(AB | iAiB)
Now we assume that after making this simplification the outcome A depends only
upon the angle θA between aA and the projection of vA onto mA. We might imagine
that the measurement is undertaken using a planar device, so that φA is ignored.
There is of course a possibility that vA will be orthogonal to mA; we will assume that
this eventuality is of measure zero and we will ignore it. In practise, depending on the
details of the experiment, having vA orthogonal to mA might lead to a negative (−1)
result being recorded as the polarisation will not be found to be in the aA direction.
As mentioned above, since we have conditioned on the by (2.7) events at pA and
pB will be independent, so that:
PE(AB|iAiB) = PE(A|iAiB)PE(B|iAiB)
= PE(A|iA)PE(B|iB) (3.4)
where we can take the second step since we assume that since pA and pB are spacelike,
the choice of iA (which we have occurring at pA itself without depending on any
other spacetime region) does not affect the outcomes at pB nor does the choice
of iB affect the outcomes at pA. In other words PE(A | iAiB) = PE(A | iA) and
PE(B | iAiB) = PE(B | iB).
Now in a flat spacetime we would expect the ‘classical’ result of such a polarisation
measurement [2]
PE(A+ | θA) = cos2θA
PE(A− | θA) = sin2θA (3.5)
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With a similar result at pB . We will generalise this to:
PE(A|θAiA) = f(A, θA)
PE(B|θBiB) = f(B, θB) (3.6)
for some function f . We can now apply our decomposition of the holonomy (see
section 3.2.1),
θA = θav + θA1 + θA2 (3.7)
Now although θA1 is known at pE , both θA2 and θα are unknown. However we are
able to further decompose the event EE(θα). The angle θα is determined by vα, mα
and aiA/a, and while the former pair of variables are known at pE the later pair are not.
We will need to go even further; since the potential measurement directions {aiα} are
known at pE , the only unknown variable is the choice iA of one of these directions,
which we think of as being made at pA. Then iA and θA2 will fix θA. Conversely, it
is easy to see that the combination of θA and iA will fix θA2 . Then the event in ΛE
that both θA2 and iA occur is equivalent to the event that both iA and θA occur, so
that:
PE(A | θAiA) = PE(A | θA2iA) (3.8)
Then because we have assumed that the choice of iA is independent of all other
events, we have:
PE(A|iAθA2) =
PE(AθA2 |iA)
PE(θA2)
then,
PE(AθA2 |iA) = PE(θA2)f(A, θA)
so that,
PE(A|iA) =
∫ 2pi
0
PE(θA2)f(A, θA)dθA2
with a similar result holding for B. Putting these together using (3.4) we get:
PE(AB|iAiB) =
(∫ 2pi
0
PE(θA2)f(A, θA)dθA2
)(∫ 2pi
0
PE(θB2)f(B, θB)dθB2
)
(3.9)
3.2.3 The General Dynamics
The next step is to shift our point of view from PE back to PO. To do this, we
make the simplifying assumption that the only variables affecting the measurement
outcomes are the angles and vectors we have discussed, so that,
PE(AB|iAiB) = PO(AB | iAiBE)
= PO(AB | iAiBθvθA1θB1)
=
PO(ABθvθA1θB1 | iAiB)
PO(θvθA1θB1)
(3.10)
We have assumed that the choice of θv is independent of all other variables other
than the outcomes A,B, which means that
PO(θvθA1θB1) = PO(θv)PO(θA1θB1) (3.11)
We do not expect θA1 and θB1 to be independent in general, so we can not separate
this expression any further. Putting this together we get:
PO(AB | iAiB) =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
PO(θv)PO(θA1θB1)PE(AB | iAiB)dθvdθA1dθB1
(3.12)
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Then using (3.9) we achieve our general result:
PO(AB | iAiB) =
∫ 2pi
θA1=0
∫ 2pi
θB1=0
PO(θA1θB1)
∫ 2pi
θv=0
PO(θv) ∗(∫ 2pi
0
P(θA2)f(A, θA) dθA2
)
∗(∫ 2pi
0
P(θB2)f(B, θB) dθB2
)
dθvdθA1dθB1 (3.13)
Note that this will not in general separate into A and B probabilities as the PE
result does. This separation is crucial for the CHSH result, which is immediately
thrown into question in the presence of curvature. However rather than compute the
CHSH statistic we will instead make several simplifications leading to an even more
interesting result.
3.3 Simplification
In this section we introduce several simplifying assumptions and apply them to our
general result. All of our subsequent calculations will be based at pO, so in what
follows we will omit the O index in the interests of increased readability.
3.3.1 Simplifying Assumptions
We can now simplify (3.13) by introducing some assumptions.
1. We assume that the spacetime is flat outside J−(pE) so that θA2 = θB2 = 0.
2. We assume that θv is uniformly distributed, P(θv) = 1/2pi
3. We assume that there is only a single degree of freedom in θA1 , θB1 , which we
can express as ψ− = θA1 − θB1 . Our motivation is the intuition that ‘non-
classical’ behaviour is driven by the difference between the effects of holonomy
on the A and B measurements.
4. We assume that f takes the standard classical form given by (3.5).
3.3.2 Simplification
Now we can define:
FAB = f(A, θA)f(B, θB)
= f(A, θav + θA1)f(B, θbv − pi + θB1) (3.14)
since we have assumed that θA2 = θB2 = 0, and because θO(bO,−vO) = θB1 − pi.
Then applying assumption 1 our dynamics (3.13) becomes:
P(AB | iAiB) =
∫ 2pi
θb=0
∫ 2pi
θa=0
P(θA1θB1)Iv(A,B)dθadθb (3.15)
where:
Iv(A,B) =
∫ 2pi
θv=0
P(θv)FABdθv (3.16)
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Applying assumption 2 we have P(θv) = 1/2pi so that,
Iv(A,B) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
θv=0
FABdθv (3.17)
Then applying assumption 3, (3.13) becomes:
P(AB | iAiB) =
∫ 2pi
ψ−=0
P(ψ−)Iv(A,B)dψ− (3.18)
Note that there is only one remaining unknown function, P(ψ−). Finally, appendix
B steps through the calculations to show that applying assumption 4 gives us:
Iv(+1,+1) = Iv(−1,−1) = 1/4 (1/2 + cos2θ−) (3.19)
Iv(+1,−1) = Iv(−1,+1) = 1/4 (1/2 + sin2θ−) (3.20)
where,
θ− = θa − θb
= θab + ψ− + pi (3.21)
3.3.3 Quantum Probabilities
Our overall aim in this section is to assess the gap between Quantum (CH) and
Classical (GR) behaviour as revealed by the CHSH framework. To complete this
task, we examine whether we can find a solution of (3.18) for P(ψ−) which will yield
the quantum probabilities Q(AB | iAiB) for this experiment. We set,
P(AB | iAiB) = Q(AB | iAiB) (3.22)
where,
Q(A+B+ | iAiB) = Q(A−B− | iAiB) = 1/2 sin2(θab/2) (3.23)
Q(A+B− | iAiB) = Q(A−B+ | iAiB) = 1/2 cos2(θab/2) (3.24)
Notice that the Q’s follow the same pattern as our Iv integrals. Then paring (3.19)
with (3.23) and (3.20) with (3.24), substituting into (3.18) yields:
1/2 sin2(θab/2) =
1
4
∫ 2pi
0
P(ψ−)(1/2 + cos2θ−) dψ− (3.25)
1/2 cos2(θab/2) =
1
4
∫ 2pi
0
P(ψ−)(1/2 + sin2θ−) dψ− (3.26)
Now we can check that our probabilities are well defined, so that,∑
A,B∈{±1}
P(AB | iAiB) =
∑
A,B∈{±1}
Q(AB | iAiB) = 1 (3.27)
This acts as a constraint which makes (either) one of (3.25), (3.26) redundant. With-
out loss of generality we will use (3.25), and noting that
∫ 2pi
0
P(ψ−) dψ− = 1 we can
simplify by integrating over the constant term to yield,
2 sin2(θab/2)− 1/2 =
∫ 2pi
0
P(ψ−) cos2θ− dψ− (3.28)
Finally we can simplify the LHS using 2 sin2(θab/2) = (1 − cosθab) and (3.21) to
yield:
1/2− cos θab =
∫ 2pi
0
P(ψ−) cos2(θab + ψ− + pi) dψ− (3.29)
Thus a solution to (3.29) for P(ψ−) would allow us to derive the quantum dynamics
from our ‘classical’ framework.
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3.4 Discussion
Our aim in this section was to use the CHSH framework to identify and explore
the gap between Quantum and Classical behaviour in our theory of GR observers.
Unfortunately the CHSH framework fails to achieve this on a curved background,
and if 3.29 can be solved we may even be able to reconstruct the quantum dynamics
in our classical system.
This occurs because of the joint dependency of the two measurements on fields
(principally curvature) in the joint past of the measurement points. Indeed, upon
conditioning on this region in section 3.2.2 we found the probability to factorise,
which would lead directly to the CHSH result.
Now the possibility of a correlation through dependency on the joint past is an
obvious concern which was not overlooked by Bell and CHSH. For example it is
discussed at length in the final chapter of [5] where Bell defines the concept of Local
Causality (LC), which is necessary for the CHSH inequality to hold. Indeed, Bell
holds that the separability of the measure (which we found in the case of PE) is a
consequence of local causality, and uses the adherence to the CHSH inequality as
a test of compatibility with LC. It is argues that QM is not locally causal, and it
is assumed without comment that a ‘classical theory’ is. The Aspect experiment is
then interpreted as finding against LC and ‘classical behaviour’. However, as we have
seen, it turns out that the global nature of holonomy, and its particular relevance to
the process of measurement, means that the actual measurements we make in GR
may not be formulated in a locally causal manner.
4 Toward a Global Logical Structure
In this section we take the initial steps toward constructing a global logical framework
which would bring together the various worldviews of our spacetime observers into
a single object. Due to the parallels of our framework with CH, we will sketch out
how the topos techniques pioneered by Isham [18] to achieve this goal in CH might
be adapted to observer worldviews in GR.
4.1 From Observers to Spacetime
We begin by noting that our assumption in (2.2) of total knowledge of the causal
past implies directly that KOp depends only on the spacetime point p, and not the
observer O, so that:
KO1p = K
O2
p (4.1)
for all observers KO1 , KO2 whose worldlines include p. Note that if we weaken our
assumption of complete knowledge of the causal past (2.2) we might still have this
result, for example we might imagine that any two observers meeting at a point p
would ‘share’ their knowledge of the past, leading directly to the above.
Further, it is clear from our construction of Ωp and Λp in section 2.2.2 that given
(4.1), both of these structures depend only on the spacetime point p and not on the
observer.
ΩO1p = Ω
O2
p
ΛO1p = Λ
O2
p (4.2)
Finally, the probability measure used at p is not fixed by Λp, and may vary from
observer to observer. We can then require PO1p = PO2p , motivating this assumption
by thinking of the observers as all using the same ‘theory’ (though we will not here
go into precisely what we might mean by this term), by which they draw the same
conclusions from the same knowledge.
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4.1.1 The Logical Framework
In this section we consider how to put together the individual ‘logical frameworks’
used by the observers at each spacetime point into a single global framework. To
achieve this we employ the ‘varying set’ construction introduced by Isham [18] to
put together the various ‘worldviews’ of consistent histories quantum mechanics into
a single structure. The use of this framework is a natural consequence of the simi-
larity between observer dependence in general relativity and the consistent histories
approach to quantum mechanics which we noted above.
As we have seen above, each observer O constructs a Boolean event algebra ΛOp
for every point p on its worldline γO. As we have shown above (4.2), our assumptions
imply that this algebra is depends only on the spacetime point (and not the observer),
so we have a unique Boolean algebra Λp for every spacetime point which is on the
worldline of some observer. Noting that we have not restricted the set of worldlines
which may be considered as observers, we will make the simplifying assumption that
every spacetime point is on at least one observer’s worldline, so that we have a unique
algebra Λp ∀p ∈M. Then writing Λ(M) = {Λp | p ∈M} and recalling section 2.2.3,
we see that both M and Λ(M) are posets, the former ordered by causality and the
later by inclusion as a subalgebra. We have seen above 2.4 that these two orders are
related,
p ≤ q ⇒ Λp ≥ Lq
Then regarding the posetsM and Λ(M) as categories in the standard manner, the
relationship Λ : p −→ Λp defines a functor betweenM and Λ(M). This construction
is analogous to the space of Boolean subalgebras of a consistent histories orthoalgebra
introduced by Isham [18], so intuitively we can think of observer dependence in
‘classical’ spacetime as analogous to what Isham calls the ‘many world-views’ picture
of consistent histories quantum mechanics. To explore this point further, it may
be interesting to ‘invert’ Isham’s argument, and attempt to construct a consistent
histories style orthoalgebra (or Boolean manifold) from our functor; however this lies
beyond the scope of our current discussion. Following rather than inverting Isham’s
argument, by defining sieve’s as in definition 3.2 of [18] we can write Ω(Lp) to denote
the set of sieves at Lp, and can use the Ω(Lp) (which will be Heyting algebras [18])
to furnish us with logical structures at each p. These Heyting algebras can then be
related directly with our spacetime,
Ω(p) = Ω(Λp) (4.3)
and we can think of Ω as a functor fromM to the category of sets (or as a ‘varying set
over M’ in Isham’s terminology). We can then build global propositional structures
using the same techniques employed when these structures represent a consistent
histories theory. A further examination of this area is beyond the scope of this
discussion.
5 Conclusion
Our aim in this paper was to construct a theory of observer dependency in Gen-
eral Relativity, and to contrast this with Consistent Histories. We built an initial
version of such a theory in section 2, defining our observers in 2.1 and formulating
their worldviews in 2.2, including the imposition of consistency conditions in 2.2.3
which relate the relations between these worldviews to the causal structure of the
background spacetime. In 2.3 we found our structures to bear close resemblance to
those used in CH, with a notion of ‘incompatibility’ between worldviews present in
GR as well as CH. This leads to the initial steps we took in section 4 to apply topos
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techniques designed for CH to bring together the various worldviews into a single
logical structure.
However the GR conception of incompatibility seemed weaker than its Quantum
analogue, and in section 3 we adapted the CHSH framework to a curved background
so we could better identify the gap between the classical and quantum formulations of
observer dependence. Unfortunately, having been designed for a flat background the
CHSH framework turns out to be insufficient for this task, with the global nature of
holonomy and its relevance to the local measurement processes meaning that actual
measurement process in GR may not always be ‘locally causal’. We are able to violate
the inequality with a classical theory on a curved background using a detailed account
of the measurement process, and if (3.29) can be solved might even be able to derive
the quantum dynamics from GR.
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A Detailed Decomposition of θA and θB
In this appendix we work through the details of the decompositions of θA and θB in
terms of holonomy to prove the results quoted in (3.3). We assume the notation of
section 3.2.1.
We proceed by chasing our vectors around the various loops, γOEA, γOEα and
γαEA. Our observers will make their predictions from pO, so we will take this as the
‘basepoint’ for comparison. Since pO is not in γαEA we will use pα as the reference
point for this loop. We will translate aA ‘back’ to pα and pO along γOA, while we
will send vE around the loops based at the two points.
We start by defining,
vO = ΓEOvE
aO = ΓAOaA (A.1)
Now for any point p along γOA we define ap and mP as the translates of aO and
mO along γOA. Then for a tangent vector Xp at p we define θp(Xp, ap) to be the
angle between ap and the projection of Xp onto the (two dimensional) mp. In the
case that Xp is orthogonal
8 to mp we will set θp to be pi/2. Note critically that θ is
preserved by parallel translation, which is a rigid transformation of the entire space.
Then following (A.1) we define:
vα = ΓEαvE (A.2)
Now we can measure the effects of holonomy around the three loops by defining:
θOEA = θO(ΓAO ◦ ΓEA ◦ ΓOE(vO), aO)− θO(vO, aO)
θOEα = θO(ΓαO ◦ ΓEα ◦ ΓOE(vO), aO)− θO(vO, aO)
θαEA = θα(ΓAα ◦ ΓEA ◦ ΓαE(vα), aα)− θα(vα, aα) (A.3)
Note that:
ΓAO ◦ ΓEA ◦ ΓOE(vO) = vA (A.4)
Similarly,
ΓαO ◦ ΓEα ◦ ΓOE(vO) = vα,
ΓAα ◦ ΓEA ◦ ΓαE(vα) = vA (A.5)
Then since parallel translation preserves θ we have:
θO(ΓAO ◦ ΓEA ◦ ΓOE(vO), aO) = θA(vA, aA)
= θA (A.6)
Similarly, writing θα = θα(vα, aα) and θav = θO(vO, aO) we have:
θO(ΓαO ◦ ΓEα ◦ ΓOE(vO), aO) = θα,
θα(ΓAα ◦ ΓEA ◦ ΓαE(vα), aα) = θA (A.7)
So that,
θOEA = θA − θav
θOEα = θα − θav
θαEA = θA − θα (A.8)
8In the analysis of the dynamics below this outcome will generally have zero probability
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Therefore we can decompose the effects of holonomy,
θOEA = θOEα + θαEA (A.9)
which gives us,
θA = θav + θOEα + θαEA (A.10)
Finally, to avoid cluttering our calculations we will slightly abbreviate our notation.
Thinking of the loop γOEα as ‘loop A1’ and γαEA as ‘loop A2’ we will write:
θA1 = θOEα
θA2 = θαEA (A.11)
so that:
θA = θav + θA1 + θA2 (A.12)
We can perform a similar decomposition for θB , appointing a point pβ in the same
manner as pα, so that:
θB = θbv + θB1 + θB2 (A.13)
where θbv = θO(bO, vO) = θO(bO,−vO) − pi, and we define θB1 , θB2 in the same
manner as θA1 , θA2 .
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B Integral Calculations
In this appendix we expand upon the calculations behind (3.19) and (3.20) in section
3.3, whose notation we will assume.
Now in the notation of section 3.3 we wish to determine
Iv(A,B) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
θv=0
FAB dθv (B.1)
where
FAB = f(A, θA)f(B, θB)
= f(A, θav + θA1)f(B, θbv − pi + θB1) (B.2)
and
PE(A
+ | θA) = cos2θA
PE(A
− | θA) = sin2θA (B.3)
Putting these together we have:
F++ = cos
2θA cos
2θB
F+− = cos2θA sin2θB
F−+ = sin2θA cos2θB
F−− = sin2θA sin2θB (B.4)
Then writing:
θ+ = θA + θB
θ− = θA − θB (B.5)
we have:
F++ = 1/4(cos
2θ+ + 2cosθ+ cosθ− + cos2θ−)
F−− = 1/4(cos2θ+ − 2cosθ+ cosθ− + cos2θ−)
F+− = 1/4(sin2θ+ − 2sinθ+ sinθ− + sin2θ−)
F−+ = 1/4(sin2θ+ − 2sinθ+ sinθ− + sin2θ−) (B.6)
To integrate these expressions we begin by making their dependence on θv more
explicit. This is achieved by an examination of the angles θ+, θ−:
θ+ = θA + θB
= θav + θbv + θA1 + θB1 − pi
= −2θv +
=φ+︷ ︸︸ ︷
θa + θb + θA1 + θB1 − pi (B.7)
and,
θ− = θA − θB
= θav − θbv + θA1 − θB1 + pi
= θab + ψ− + pi (B.8)
Since θav − θbv = θO(aO, vO)− θO(bO, vO) = θO(AO, BO) = θab. Note critically that
θ− has no dependence on θv.
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We are now in a position to integrate the terms within (B.6). For example,
looking at the cos2 terms we have:
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
θv=0
cos2θ+ dθv =
1
4pi
∫ 2pi
θv=0
(1 + cos2θ+) dθv
=
1
4pi
[
θv
]2pi
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
=2pi
+




:0
1
4pi
∫ 2pi
θv=0
cos(−4θv + φ+) dθv
=
1
2
(B.9)
and,
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
θv=0
cos2θ− dθv =
cos2θ−
2pi
2pi︷ ︸︸ ︷[
θv
]2pi
0
= cos2θ− (B.10)
Similarly we get:
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
θv=0
cosθ+ cosθ− dθv = 0
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
θv=0
sin2θ+ dθv =
1
2
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
θv=0
sinθ+sinθ− dθv = 0
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
θv=0
sinθ+ dθv = sin
2θ− (B.11)
Putting this all together we have:
Iv(+1,+1) = Iv(−1,−1) = 1/4 (1/2 + cos2θ−) (B.12)
Iv(+1,−1) = Iv(−1,+1) = 1/4 (1/2 + sin2θ−) (B.13)
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